
September 01,2021

Attention: Mayor & Council

City of Kawartha Lakes

Re: Olde GaolWalls Demolition

I trust you are well today, recently when the Mayor & Council of the City of Kawartha
Lakes voted in favour of the demolition of the historical Olde Gaol Museum Walls for an
estimated
$ 200,000 to taxpayers. Many citizens were concerned that a important historical part of
the facility
was being removed without enough consideration by the community. We would please
request that
we are able to introduce new ideas and opportunities to save the walls and a plan to
repair and open
new opportunities for income plus save tax dollars..

ln our attempt to bring our concerns forward quickly prior to next council meeting,
Change.org Petition
was initiated as the quickest and safest process during the GOVID-19 Pandemic and be
able to reach
residents, seasonal residents and former persons who grew up in the community. ln
addition, tourists
who visit our area are an important contributors to our economic and enjoyment of our
historical and
for generations to come. Today 266 petitions have been signed an adding wonderful
ideas for council.

Please find the attached Petition Documents from CHANGE.oTg

We hope that you allow the appropriate time so that we may to provide input to council
from the
community.

Best Regards

Michael Bryant
598 Elm Tree Rd
Little Britain, Ontario
KoM 2C0



" Stay of Execution " for the Olde Gaol Historic Walls
..So We Can Save History !

change.org Start a petition My petitions Browse Membership

Petition details Comments Updates

"i. fr{lchaol Bryant stort€d thls potition to Mayor Andy Lotham and 9 others

Most recently, the Mayor and Council of the City of Kawartha

Lakes voted to demolish the surrounding walls of the Olde Gaol

that is a designated historic property in our community. Council

has indicated it has approved $ 2OOOO0 to do this destruction

and that is only the beginning of larger capital costs in the

hundreds of thousands of dollars for a new parking lot and

modern building for a private club.

Neglect of maintenace is not a reason to tear down this historic

wall to rubble. This area could be rehabilitated with new

technology that is used all over the world as well. Relying on a 5

year old report is not acceptable or is a tenants demand for
private use of public property.

We urge you to support this petition and help us convince

Council to save the historic Olde Gaol Walls/

q Log in

At 500 signatures, this petition is

more likely to be featured in
recommendationsl

227 have signed. Let's get to 5001
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gl Displey my neme and comment on this p€tition

By signing, you accept Change.org's lcrms of

Servicc and Privacy Policy, and agrce to receive

occasional enrails about campaigns on Changc.org.

You can unsubscribc at any timc.

Start a petltion of your own
This petition starter stood up 8nd took sction.

Will you do the ssme?
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J Start a petition
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Updatcs

lncredlble ldeae Save the Olde Gaol Walls ln Kawartha
Lakes

Thank you for the outpouring of support and we have had 160 concerned
citizens register on the Chenge.org slte. Some wonderful ideas to re-
purpose the walls end land rather then turn lt to rubble. The ldeas ...
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2 days ago
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Reasons for signing

 ' 3 d.ys Ego

You already moved the train, leave the walls. Use the money you were
gonna toar it down with to repair it.

9 3 . Report

This is my neighbourhood; word is they willturn the area into a parking

lot. Keep it as it ig preserve the history of our town!

I 3 ' Report

Vlcw all romone for rlgnlng
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812712021 Supporter commenls ' Mayor Andy Letham: ' Stay of Execution " for the Olde Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save Hislory ! . Change.org

By joining, or logging in via Facebook, you accept Change.org's Terms of Service and Privacy-Pg[ay-.

G o to nty_trclili on}-dasbbaiuj

Reasons for signing

See why other supportets are signing, why this petition is important to them, and share your reason for signing
(this will mean a lot to the starter of the petition).

Thanks for adding your voice.

I 0 hours aso
It is historical and worthy of preserving for future generations.
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.
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23 hours agq
Its sad that the walls are coming down, but hey, Great museum. good displays
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https://www.change.org/p/mayor-andy-letham-stay-oFexecution-for-th+olde{aol-historic'walls-so'we-can-save-history/c 2t22



U2712021 Supporter comments ' Mayor Andy Letham: ' Stay of Execulion " for the Olde Gaol Historic walls ..So We Can Save History I . Change.org
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812712021 Supporter comments ' Mayor Andy L€tham: " Stay of Execution " for the Olde caol Hi6toric Walls ..So We Can Save History ! . Change.orgr
Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

. Thanks for adding your voice.

23 hours agg
Historic buildings Should not be destroyed
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.
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8t27t2021 Supporter commenls ' Mayor Andy Lotham: " Stay of Execution " for lhe Oldo Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Savo History ! . change.org

I day agq
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

f)eleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

dav aso
The city is wrong doing this specially for more parking
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812712021 Supporter comments . Mayor Andy Letham: ' Stay of Execution " for ths Olde Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save History ! ' Chango.org

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

I dayjga
This is a historical building and the walls around the old jail should not be tom down!
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

2 davs aso
I believe in saving our heritage.
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812712021 Supporter commonts ' Mayor Andy Letham: ' Stay of Execution " for rhe Olde Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save History ! . Change.org

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

2 dayssgo
If this goes, soon there won't be anything historic left in this town. Our historic sites are important.
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

2 daysggq
I thought the old jail is a historical museum now they want to tear it dowrr searns like a big waste of money to
me
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

permanently. Are you sure you want to delefe it?

supporter commenb ' Mayor Andy Lolham; 'stay of Exeeuffon 'for ore okre Gaor Historic wa's ..so we can save History ! . change.ortr

It's history
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted

l'releteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.
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812712021 Supporter comments ' Mayor Andy Letham: ' Slay of Execution " for lhe Olde Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save History ! . Change.org

2 daysggq
History
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

2days-agq
My grandfather worked as a bailiffin this jail. I also have a long family history with law enforcement working in
Lindsay. It would be a tragic mistake to remove such history.
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812712021 Supporter commonts ' Mayor Andy Letham: " Stay of Exocution " for the olde Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save History ! . Change.org

Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

lVlichael Brvant
2 dayslgo
When i fiavel, it is so wonderful to experience the history of the area. In a similar setting I have seen a giant
chess board, games tables, and a community garden. Irrformative plaques relative to this history of the jail could
hung on these walls.
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Delete this comment

This comnrent will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

2 days-ggo
Please just fix it and keep our history.
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8t2712021 Supporter comments ' Mayor Andy Letham: ' stay of Ex€culion ' for the olde Gaol Historic Walls ,.So We Can Save History ! . Change.org
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Sharer
Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

2 daySggo
That WALL is part of the Gaol history,,,The Council is crczy to tear it down! For a parking lot?? That what
being part of an OLD town is,,,,but there are ways of getting around it....Like put a marked pathway from the
Armouries to the museum or the parking lot Cambridge St Baptist Church....
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you wanr to delete it?

DeletpCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

2 daysggo

https://www.change.org/p/mayor-andy-letham-stay-of-execution-for-theoldegaol-historiowalls.so-ws-can-save-history/c 10t22



8127n021 Suppoiler commentB ' Mayor Andy Lelham: 'Stay of Exeqrtion " for lhe Ode Gaol Historic Walls ,.So We Can Save History I . Change.org

Sounds like a waste of money
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you $re you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding yourvoice.
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3-days-ago
Ifs history. Lefs keep some reminder of history. Stop wrecking statues and building. New is not always better
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.
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Unn021 S.upporter omment8 ' Mayor Andy Letham: ' Stay of Exeoulion 'for lhe Olde €aol Hlstorlc Walls ,.So We Can Save History I 'Chango,org

3-day.ugs
It is a great place to visit and has a great museum. They should promote it, not destroy a part of history.
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

3days-ago
I haven't been able to see it yet due to... Read more
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Delete this comment

htps:/Amvw.cftange.org/p/mayor-andy-lelham€tay-of-execuuon-for-theold+gaol.tlist6rlo-walls-sb-we-can€avo-historyrc
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812712021 Supporter comments . Mayor Andy Lelham: ' Stay of Execution " for lho Olde Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save History ! ' Change.org

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

3-days-ago
Save this piece of history and save the money to destroy it for something useful.
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

3 daysggo
I was born and raised in Lindsay. I don't want to see part of our history torn down.
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https:/ wwwchange.orgy'p/mayor-andy-letham-stay-oFexecution-for-the'olde€aol-historic.walls-so-we-can-save-history/c 13t22



812712021 supporter comments ' Mayor Andy Letham: ' stay of Execurion " for lhe olde Gaol Historic walls ..so we can save History ! . change.org

'TDelete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

3 dayssgo
I believe we need to save our history not destroy it.
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

3 day53g9
It is a historical property, preserve it.
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Supporter comm€nts ' Mayor Andy Lstham: " Slay of Exocution " for the Olde Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save History ! . Change.org
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you waltt to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

3 daysgo
We must protect historic places and buildings
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Tharrks for adding your voice.

3 day53gq
This could be housing. We don't need a parking lot in Lindsay
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https://www.change.org/p/mayor-andy-letham-stay-of-ex€cution-for-th+oldegaol-historic-walls-so-we-can-save'history/c
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Supporter commenls . Mayor Andy Lelham: , stay of Ex€cution " for rhe ode Gaot Historic wa's ,.so we can savo History ! , change.o4
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Delete thls comment

This comment will be deleted

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

permanenfly. Are you sure you want to delete it?

J dayJt3ge
There is nothing wrong with the wat we need to be saving money not waste g it
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

that should be preserved.
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Supporter comments ' Mayor Andy Lelham: ' Stay of Execution 'for lhe Ode Gaol Histodc Walls ..So We Can Swe Hlslory I . Change.org

Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted pennanently. Are you sure you wantto delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

3 day53gq
You already moved the ffain, leave the walls. Use the money you were gonna tear it down with to repair it.
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

Lreleteuancet

Thanks for adding your voice.
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u2712021 Supporter oomments ' Mayor Andy Lelham: " Slay of Exeantion 'for the Olde Gad Historic Walle ..So We Gan Save Hietory I . Changg.org
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3-days-ago
I believe in mainaining the integrity of this historic facility and using its features to enhance the visitor
experience. The courlyard is a great place for family activities...not for parking!
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.

Siays-ags
Preserve History ... We Can"t Get It Back
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suppoder comm.nts . Mayor Andy Le,nam: 
. stay of Execufion " for the orde Gaor Historic wate ..so we can save History ! ' change'org

Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding Your voice'

Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding Your voice'

3 daySggq !,, 1-_- rL^ ^oaa j-+n q nartrino lor Keen it as it is, preserve the history
This is my neighbourhood, word is they w'l turn the area into a parking lot. Keep it as it is, preserve the histot

of our town!
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8Eln021 Suppottor comments ' Mayor Andy Leth€m: ' Stay of Ex€cution 'for lhe Olde Gaol F,listorio Walls ..So Ws C€n Save History I . Change.qrg
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.
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Michqet Bry3n!
3 daysggo
Imagine if Rome and Greece did not maintain and keep old buildings and architechrre for us all, we need re-
think, re-purpose for generations to come.
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Support€r oomments ' Mayor Andy Letham: " Stay of Execution 'for thg Ode Gaol Historic Walls ..So We Can Save History ! . Change.org

Delete this comment

This comment will be deletedperrranently. Are you sure you want to delete it?

DeleteCancel

Thanks for adding your voice.
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3-days-ags
The walls are part of the historical area of the Old Jail.
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Delete this comment

This comment will be deleted permanently. Are you sure you want to delete it?
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